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SOLVING- The HOUSING- Problem:

WaR COrespondents IN SEaRCH OF A HOME

by RALPH ALLEN,

representing Combined Canadian Press

September 3

Panted; In or near beach, small residence, suitable for six transient professional

non. Heat, light, mator, telephone, maid, service, plumbing or furniture not necessary-,

but quiet is essential.

From the standpoint of housing, mar correspondents are sometimes the most favoured

class in the world and sometimes the. least privileged. The dull but secure monotony of

a mosquito net and blankets under olive or lemon trees in a regimental bivouac area is

not the problem. The /panting hos-rolls' of liar's lock after their own housing in the

earliest and latest dagos of most campaigns.

The night before last, I slept on a scented terrace of a twenty-roomed villa on

the loner slopes of mount.. Etna, In nine hours since no landed in Italy this morning,
three authors, one radio technician and two conducting officers mho comprise the advance

headquarters of the Canadian Army* s hediterror.can-Public Relations Service have- already
had four more or loss official, places of residence* The first mas on the edge of the

bcaoh v*hcrc me threw our blankets, nob equipment and typewriters in the first light of

damn. The traffic beat us there. 'He left the cluttered, clanking, sandy highway in

response to advice from Ross Munro, Canadian Press reporter that he had found ”an ideal

spot” further inland.

This ornament of the real estate industry turned out to be a series of tiny oblong
eaves set at the back of a narron ledge along the steep cliff face overlooking the harbour,

"Cosy and secluded”
,

hunro boomed, as no made the back-brcaking- climb and settled down

to work, ”A home and office in one”.

This under-nourished grotto made a good office for a couple of hours, but its

deficiencies as a dormitory soon sheered up, he did a little work, then Wretched our-

selves out, one man per cave, to catch up some sloop.

Suddenly a deafening crash rolled around the corner, fleer past, stopped, turned

back, pushed on into our eaves,looked around for a while like a prospective tenant,
and then plunged on into the distance, leaving the whole ridge quivering like an

embryonic earthquake, A high, screeching erhine followed. Then the whole business was

repeated and repeated again.

Y,r c knew the worst. Our little nest lay right under the muzzles of the first

Allied gun emplacements to bo set up in that sector.

Ho stuck it out gamely, dozing off in snatches between salvoes. Then a louder,
much moro insistent screech, filled the shaking ca/fcacombs and plummeted down the

musical scale into a. deafening basso, as the first enemy bomb fell less than a hundred

yards away. The 'sails of our caves began to crumble gently, dropping a. carpet of

fine sand and pebbles from the roofs, He moved again.

A conducting officer borrowed a. truck to take our luggage and deposited us in a

pleasant grove among the trees. As wo threw our baggage down* the conducting officer

interrupted our grateful gushes, "There J s just one thing”, he said, ”Thero f
s a

petrol dump right over there,”

”That‘s nothing to worry about”, we replied. "Jerry couldn't possibly know about

it yet,”

"Roll, anyway, he- should,” said the conducting officer, "The fact is that it’s

his ovn dump,”

Ho decided that it was not -worth while s taming.

Cur next stop and pros one abode was a. damaged apart: cent of a. building on the

village outskirts. Ho took she unoccupied ground floor suite. There was little

furniture-, Hith sighs of relief wo unloaded again, sot up our typewriters and settled

down for a little seriogs work.

But this apartment is not like any ordinary apartment. In the first place, it

is not entirely unoccupied, A little, bearded man keeps walking through the drawing

room and bodroom into the kitchen ‘beyond, lifting his hat and passing the time of the

day* Right now ho is eating a late lunch of nungent fish,

/This little
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This little man makes it clear that he is glad to have us living with him,
or to have him living with us, as the case nay he. Our neighbours in adjoining

apartments are glad to have us, toe. They have had plenty of chances to demonstrate

it, "because this apartment block, although it has six separate suites of rooms,
appears to have been esigned by a professional bottleneck expert. All traffic in

or out of the building must pass, through the ground floor room which is our working

quarters.

The housewives from two stories above have been bringing their children down

regularly for the last two hours to peer over our shoulders at our copy, giving
vent to clucks of.encouragement by way of introduction and then telling us about

their uncles in Pittsburgh, They have all got uncles in Pittsburgh and what is

more, they mill show you pictures to prove it.

How values change. Only a few weeks ago, it was,news when you. turned up an

Italian mho had an uncle in Pittsburgh, If I ever find another one who hasn't an

uncle in Pittsburgh, I -won't stop writing until my editor cries for mercy.

The hubbub created by dozens of neighbours telling us abou their Trans-Atlantic

relatives, introducing their offspring and enlivening otherwise unintelligible

conversations -with irrelevant cries of "Bono", arc beginning to make us mankier if

our little caves in the cliff weren't a rest-home after all.

Ross Munro made the- mistake of asking one of our neighbours for a chair* The

little man mho lives in the kitchen immediately issued an excited ‘babble of

instructions to the housewives, aho flew off in all directions and brought so much

furniture that one cannot get from one side f the little room to another without

an alpenstock. The lady who lives v.dth /Seven children in the apartment directly
above has just come back with her children in too; to. tell mo she remembers something
she forgot to tell me, in addition to her uncle in Pittsburgh she also has a

second cousin in Do koines, lowa. She has gone upstairs to got his, picture and I

can feel the gypsy blood coursing through my veins.
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